Dear Dr. Mikats,

I apologize to made a mistake in a message that was sent to you this morning. So please, discard my previous message.

This is the official announcement:

It is my pleasure to inform you that your paper REF. NR. 6B04 127 is accepted for ORAL PRESENTATION at 30th Danubia-Adria Symposium on Advances in Experimental Mechanics. The list of papers is attached to this e-mail message.

You have been appointed as a corresponding author for your paper, so please, forward this message to your co-authors.

Form of presentation: ORAL (max. 15 min. presentation + discussion)

Title of presentation: REF NR.ppt (preferably not more than 10 slides)

You will be able to send the PowerPoint presentation to the Secretariat of the conference (mailto: kongres@studiohrg.hr), but not later than September 20th, 2013. Give the title of your PowerPoint presentation according to a Reference number (REF NR.ppt).

Online registration: http://www.danubia-adria2013.com/registracija.php

Hotel booking: http://www.danubia-adria2013.com/smjestaj.php (fill and send the Hotel Reservation Form - only full board is available for special price and includes all meals).

You can find enclosed the attachments: List of papers, Program of the conference, Plan for excursions, PowerPoint template.

If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact the Secretariat of the conference (mailto: kongres@studiohrg.hr).

Looking forward to seeing you in Primosten!

With the best regards,

Damir Semenski